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July Meeting
Report

F
September Meeting
“Show and Tell”
Part 2
The program for the September meeting will be a second round of “Show
and Tell” so bring any artifacts or interesting items having to do with the
WBTS to share with the group..

or though he was crucified through weakness, yet he liveth by the
power of God. For we also
are weak in him, but we
shall live with him by the
power of God toward you.
xamine yourselves,
whether ye be in the
faith; prove your own
selves. Know ye not your
own selves, how that Jesus
Christ is in you, except ye
be reprobates?
ut I trust that ye
shall know that we
are not reprobates.
ow I pray to God
that ye do no evil;
not that we should appear
approved, but that ye
should do that which is
honest, though we be as
reprobates.
or we can do nothing
against the truth, but
for the truth.
or we are glad, when
we are weak, and ye
are strong: and this also
we wish, even your perfection.

E

B
Although the meeting place had been in
doubt, it appears that the Art Gallery N
will be available this month.
Everyone come and bring guests, especially new recruits!
When: September 26, 2017, 5:30 pm.
Where: Municipal Art Gallery, State
St., Jackson.

See you there!

F
F

2 Corinthians 13:4-9
(KJV)

“Show and Tell”
Program
No speaker was lined up for the August
meeting so a “show and tell” program
was substituted for compatriots to
share artifacts and other items of
WBTS connection with the camp.
Editor’s Note to Readers
This month’s newsletter is a bit longer
that most due to some lengthy articles. I’ll try to get back to normal in
the next issue.

Condolences
Jefferson Davis Camp 635, SCV
expresses its condolences to

Camp Chaplain Glenn Shows
on the death of his brother

Robert Carroll (Bobby)
Shows, Jr.
1941-2017
May he rest in peace.
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Rebel Ramblings
by Robert Murphree
In The Three Musketeers one of the items of advice D'Artagnan got from his
Father was to never avoid a fight. Well it worked out alright for D'Artagnan but generally a good run is better than a bad stand, and it is wise to pick
your fights.
Take the flag suit back some fifteen years or so. Recall the NAACP had filed
suit against the state saying the state flag was unconstitutional because it had
the Confederate battle flag in it. The SCV asked to "intervene," or to be allowed to be heard in the suit and the judge agreed. The judge ruled against
the NAACP and the NAACP tried to appeal, but missed the deadline for filing
an appeal. Case over and our state flag was preserved. Then, instead
of leaving well enough alone, the SCV asked the trial court to give the SCV its
attorney fees. I was involved in a minor way in the suit and was very
much against the SCV's move. The judge gave the SCV its fees--which he
should not have done--the NAACP filed a timely appeal from THAT ruling, and
our State Supreme Court, in a political ruling by a political judge, used
that appeal on the attorney fee issue to rule against the state flag on the merits of the underlying case, even though that part of the case was over. In
other words fellows, the SCV is the whole reason we had to have the flag election.
I bring this up because some of the members asked me the other day about
the suit the SCV had filed against Ole Miss changing the name of Confederate
Avenue. I know nothing about the suit other than the above.
Our state law, MCA 55-15-81, is entitled "Alteration of historical monuments
and memorials prohibited." It says "none of the following items, structures
or areas may be relocated, removed, disturbed, altered, renamed or rededicated:
. . . . .Any War Between the States statues, monuments, memorials or nameplates (plaques) which have been erected on public property of the state or
any of its political subdivisions . . . or any schools, streets, bridges, buildings .
. . which have been dedicated in memory of, or named for, any historical mili(Continued on page 3)

Visit the camp web site at:

http://www.scvcamp635.org
Send changes in e-mail addresses to: csa4ever@att.net
Include changes to physical (mail) addresses and telephone numbers as well.
DISCLAIMER: The views and opinions expressed by contributors to this newsletter
are not necessarily the views or opinions of this editor, the Jefferson Davis Camp 635,
or any member thereof.
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Calendar
September 26, 2017
Regular meeting of
Camp 635 at the Municipal Art Gallery

October 24, 2017
Regular meeting of
Camp 635 at the Municipal Art Gallery

November 28, 2017
Regular meeting of
Camp 635 at the Municipal Art Gallery

December 12 or 19?,
2017
Christmas social of
Camp 635 at the Municipal Art Gallery

January 23, 2018
Regular meeting of
Camp 635 at the Municipal Art Gallery
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Chaplain’s Dispatch
Dear Friends and Compatriots:
Just Do Your Duty
Robert E. Lee stated, "Duty, then is the sublimest
word in our language. Do Your Duty in all things.
You cannot do more; you should never wish to do
less."
In Luke 17, Jesus had two of His disciples asking
for a position of honor in His kingdom. So in verse
9, Jesus told about a slave who worked all day and
prepare a dinner for his master. "Does he thank
that servant because he did what was commanded?" but verse 10 "...we've only done our
duty". How does this relate to you?

Sincerely,
Rev. Glenn D. Shows
Chaplain
An Observation from
Kate Cumming
In Kate Cumming’s memoir Kate, The Journal of a
Confederate Nurse, on page 4, she references the
persecution and murder of Henry Wirz and says
this:
"We begged time and again for an exchange, but
none was granted. We starved their prisoners! But
who laid waste to our corn and wheat fields? And
did not we all starve? Have the southern men who
were in northern prisons have no tales to tell---of
being frozen in their beds, and seeing their comrades freeze to death for want of proper clothing?
Is there no Wirz for us to bring to trial? … People
of the north, the southerners have their faults.
Cruelty is not one of them. If your prisoners suffered, it was from force of circumstances, and not
with design."

(Continued from page 2)

tary figure, historical military event, military organization or military unit."
I have no doubt that the local judge will lean over
backward to rule for the University. If the sole basis
for the suit is indeed the renaming of Confederate Avenue, it is hard to see how this will fall within the
literal language of the law I recite above. We have a
good strong law, that will help us a lot over the coming
rough road in years to come, and we need to be very
careful about making some bad law in a borderline
case. We need to pick our fights; pick our fights very
carefully.
Anyone who has read these little scribbles of mine over
the years knows that I make no secret that I consider
Robert E. Lee the second greatest American ever, behind only George Washington. This effort to erase
his presence from the public memory is symptomatic of
the times and values we see today. However no
amount of hysteria and rhetoric can alter or effect the
underlying greatness of the man and the public is the
loser if Robert E. Lee is no longer a role model for the
youth of today, not Lee. I say to you fellows, the problem with this country is not that there is a statue of
Robert E. Lee in a given community; the problem is
that we do not have men of the character and ability of
Robert E. Lee in public life these days.

Final Call for Dues
Adjutant Ron Stowers reports that several longtime members have not yet paid dues for the coming year. Unfortunately, a late fee of $7.50 must
now be added to the $55.00 dues payment in order to cover the late fees charged by Division and
IHQ.
If you haven’t paid yet, please remit $62.50 payable to “Jefferson Davis Camp 635, SCV” to:

Ron Stowers, Adjutant
PO Box 16945
Jackson, MS 39236.

DTH
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Charles Read’s Raider
By Phil Leigh
May 10, 2013
On May 6, 1863, the same day that Gen. Joseph Hooker’s Union
Army retreated northward over the Rappahannock River following defeat at Chancellorsville, Va., Second Lt. Charles Read of
the Confederate commerce raider Florida began one of the most
astonishing adventures of the war.
His journey began thousands of miles to the south, in Brazilian
waters. Earlier that morning the Florida captured the Baltimorebound brig the Clarence. At Read’s request, the Florida’s captain, John Maffitt, gave the Mississippi-born lieutenant approval
to take command of the Clarence with 20 volunteers and a small
howitzer. Two weeks before his 23rd birthday, the Annapolis
graduate converted the brig into a miniature Confederate raider disguised as a harmless sailing vessel.
His plan was audacious: Read figured that her genuine registry papers could get the Clarence past the blockade and into Hampton Roads, Va., which was typically crowded with Union supply vessels. Once inside, his
crew might capture an unsuspecting gunboat and do what damage they could in the target-rich harbor before escaping into the Atlantic.
Once underway, it became apparent that the Clarence was slow because her bottom was fouled with barnacles and the copper plating was working loose. It would take weeks to reach the Virginia Capes, and her
crew began to grumble. In order to sustain discipline, Read put the men to work making Quaker guns, which
were wooden mockups painted black to resemble authentic cannons. They could alternately augment the
Clarence’s warlike appearance or be hidden to restore her otherwise innocent facade. She was transformed
into an ancestor of the famous German raiders of the two world wars, Wolf and Atlantis, that masqueraded
as merchant ships.
On June 6, off the North Carolina coast, Read captured and burned his first victim, a ship carrying coal to
Admiral David Farragut’s New Orleans Squadron. The next day he stopped and released a Yankee-owned
schooner bound for Matamoros, Mexico, with a cargo of weapons and clothing for Confederate transMississippi armies. (Matamoros is across the Rio Grande from Brownsville, Tex., and was commonly used by
shippers — including numerous Northerners — to avoid the Union blockade, thereby enabling the ships to
conduct profitable arms-for-cotton trade with the Confederacy.)
His third victim, the Mary Alvinia, was set ablaze on June 9, but Read transferred her logbook and manifest
to Clarence. It was quick thinking on his part: the following day he was stopped and boarded by a Union
Navy steamer. While his prisoners from previous victims were isolated and ordered to remain silent, he gave
the leader of the boarding party the Mary Alvinia’s papers as his own. The Union officer let the Clarence sail
on.
By June 12, the Clarence had captured four more commercial vessels, including the Tacony. Since the
Tacony was a much better ship, Read abandoned the Hampton Roads scheme and transferred his crew and
armament to her. In fact, the Tacony was so fast that he could capture her only with trickery; as she approached, the Clarence hoisted an inverted American flag, a universally recognized distress signal, which
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

compelled the Tacony’s skipper to stop and, consequently, be captured.
Once the Tacony’s captain made it back to shore, he reported the presence of the deceptively modest raider
along the Mid-Atlantic coast. For newspapers, he exaggerated a story that Read himself had fabricated about
how the Florida and other raiders would soon form a Confederate “armada” off the Eastern Seaboard to ravage coastal shipping. (In truth, the Florida did appear, nearly capturing one of the Union ships searching for
Read before the outgunned federal escaped into a fog bank.) Within three days nearly 40 Union warships
were hunting Read’s vessel. Even the yacht America, winner of the America’s Cup, was drafted into the
search. But the raider’s whereabouts remained a mystery until she burned another victim 300 miles off the
Delaware River on June 15.
Over the next several days two federal warships stopped the Tacony, but both failed to detect her raider
status, either because they were looking for the Clarence or because they were simply unable to imagine the
unexceptional craft as an enemy. Instead they asked Read whether he had seen “the pirate brig.” He deceptively replied that he had, and volunteered phony location and heading directions. By June 24 the Tacony
had chalked up 12 more victims, including one carrying 350 Irishmen to join the federal Army as paid substitutes for draft avoiders. He released the passenger ship on a $150,000 bond to be paid to the Confederacy
upon ratification of a peace treaty between the two belligerent countries. That evening Read transferred his
crew a second time to the 20th victim, the mackerel schooner Archer.
While federal warships searched for the raider off the New Jersey coast, Read took Archer to Portland,
Maine. After capturing two lobstermen in a dory who assumed he was a smuggler who would pay them for
assistance, he learned Portland’s only sea-ready warship was a Treasury Department revenue cutter named
the Caleb Cushing. Carrying no engines, she was entirely dependent on sails for propulsion. That night in two
boats, under muffled oars, Read captured the surprised cutter without a gunshot. By daylight he was five
miles outside the harbor, underway with a freshening breeze.
When the city’s port collector awakened to find the Cushing inexplicably missing, he incorrectly assumed the
cutter’s Georgia-born skipper had switched sides. Two steamers were commandeered to take up pursuit and
quickly armed with a couple of small cannons and soldiers from a nearby fort. They caught Read’s cutter
about 20 miles from shore.
The engagement might have been disastrous for the impromptu Portland navy, except that the Cushing mysteriously seemed to have only five rounds in her magazine, although there was plenty of powder. The rebels
were unaware of a hidden reserve ammunition chest, which none of the cutter’s captured crew had volunteered to identify. After missing their targets with the five available projectiles, a crewmember came on deck
with a ball of Dutch cheese, which was stuffed into the 32-pounder cannon barrel. Unlike the earlier rounds,
this one hit one of the pursing steamers, splattering cheese fragments over her bewildered defenders.
Nonetheless, few sailing vessels could escape self-propelled steamers. Read ordered his crew into lifeboats
while setting Caleb Cushing afire to scuttle her. Around midday she exploded.
In three weeks the Confederates had captured 21 prizes armed with nothing more than a modified fieldmounted howitzer shooting 12-pound projectiles about the size of softballs. Exaggerated press coverage and
false sightings created hysteria up and down the East Coast, amplified by Robert E. Lee’s simultaneous invasion of Pennsylvania.
While the rebels were marched through town, angry Portlanders threatened to lynch the “pirates.” But an
earlier exchange of Masonic signs between selected federal soldiers and their captives motivated the guards
to keep the prisoners safe.
(Continued on page 6)
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Read was imprisoned in Boston’s Fort Warren. Together with another prisoner, he worked for months to
enlarge the diameter of a chimney servicing their cell. Eventually they got out and found a small fishing boat
anchored offshore. They swam to it and set sail for Canada, but were captured within 24 hours. Another incarcerated crewman, having read “The Count of Monte Cristo,” tried to escape three times. Finally, Read was
exchanged in October 1864 and sent to Richmond.
Sources: Stephen W. Sears, “Chancellorsville”; Robert A. Jones, “Confederate Corsair”; Ralph A. Wooster,
“Lonestar Blue and Gray: Essays on Texas in the Civil War”; Chester G. Hearn, “Gray Raiders of the Sea”;
Virgil Jones, “The Civil War at Sea,” Vol. 2; Raimondo Luraghi, “A History of the Confederate Navy.”
Phil Leigh is an armchair Civil War enthusiast and president of a market research company. He is preparing
an illustrated and annotated version of the memoirs of Confederate Pvt. Sam Watkins, which will be released
by Westholme Publishing this spring entitled “Co. Aytch: Illustrated and Annotated.”
Photo: Second Lt. Charles W. Read from the Navy Department Library
Article from a blog posting web site which was linked to in a Facebook posting.

Article from Internet Newspaper:
Mystery deaths of HL Hunley submarine crew solved - they accidentally killed themselves
By Sarah Knapton, Science Editor
23 August 2017
The mystery of how the crew of one
of the world’s first submarines died
has finally been solved - they accidentally killed themselves.
The HL Hunley sank on February
17, 1864, after torpedoing the USS
Housatonic outside Charleston HarPainting of the Hunley (cropped for space)
bour, South Carolina, during American Civil War. She was one of the
first submarines ever to be used in conflict, and the first to sink a battleship.
It was assumed the blast had ruptured the sub, drowning its occupants, but when the Hunley was raised in
2000, salvage experts were amazed to find the eight-man crew poised as if they had been caught completely
unawares by the tragedy. All were still sitting in their posts and there was no evidence that they had attempted to flee the foundering vessel.
Now researchers at Duke University believe they have the answer. Three years of experiments on a minitest sub have shown that the torpedo blast would have created a shockwave great enough to instantly rupture the blood vessels in the lungs and brains of the submariners.
"This is the characteristic trauma of blast victims, they call it 'blast lung,'" Dr. Rachel Lance. “You have an
instant fatality that leaves no marks on the skeletal remains. Unfortunately, the soft tissues that would show
us what happened have decomposed in the past hundred years.”
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

The Hunley's torpedo was not a self-propelled bomb, but a copper keg of 135 pounds of gunpowder held
ahead and slightly below the Hunley's bow on a 16-foot pole called a spar. The sub rammed this spar into the
enemy ship's hull and the bomb exploded. The furthest any of the crew was from the blast was about 42 feet.
The shockwave of the blast travelled about 1500 meters per second in water, and 340 m/sec in air, the researchers calculate.
While a normal blast shockwave travelling in air should last less than 10 milliseconds, Lance calculated that the
Hunley crew's lungs were subjected to 60 milliseconds or more of trauma. "That creates kind of a worst case
scenario for the lungs," added Dr Lance. “Shear forces would tear apart the delicate structures where the
blood supply meets the air supply, filling the lungs with blood and killing the crew instantly.
“It's likely they also suffered traumatic brain injuries from being so close to such a large blast.
All the physical evidence points to the crew taking absolutely no action in response to a flood or loss of air. If
anyone had survived, they may have tried to release the keel ballast weights, set the bilge pumps to pump water, or tried to get out the hatches, but none of these actions were taken.”
The fate of the crew of the 40-foot Hunley remained a mystery until 1995, when the submarine was discovered about 300 meters away from the Housatonic's resting place. Raised in 2000, the submarine is currently
undergoing study and conservation in Charleston by a team of Clemson University scientists. Initially, the discovery of the submarine only seemed to deepen the mystery. The crewmen's skeletons were found still at their
stations along a hand-crank that drove the cigar-shaped craft.
They suffered no broken bones, the bilge pumps had not been used and the air hatches were closed. Except
for a hole in one conning tower and a small window that may have been broken, the sub was remarkably intact. Speculation about their deaths has included suffocation and drowning. The new study involved repeatedly setting blasts near a scale model, shooting authentic weapons at historically accurate iron plate and calculating human respiration and the transmission of blast energy.
The research was published in PLOS ONE. URL: http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/
journal.pone.0182244
This article URL: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2017/08/23/mystery-deaths-hl-hunley-submarine-crewsolved-accidentally/

Editor’s note: In the original article published as an internet news article, standard paragraph formatting was
not used. I have attempted to put the text into logical paragraph form as would be used for articles in publications other than newspapers.

“When, in after times, the passions of the day shall have subsided,
and all the evidence shall have been collected and compared, the
philosophical inquirer, who asks why the majority of the stronger
section invaded the peaceful homes of their late associates, will be
answered by History: ‘The lust of empire impelled them to wage
against their weaker neighbors a war of subjugation.’”
– Jefferson Davis
DTH (from a photo meme)
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FIRST PERSON ACCOUNT:
FEDERAL TROOPS IN MISSISSIPPI
It is easy for a Yankee to say, “Just get over it!” when
there are no personal histories regarding their families
being unjustly terrorized by the enemy during the
WBTS. One of these incidents where innocent civilians
were terrorized and murdered by the invading Union
Army occurred a short distance north of Oxford, Mississippi. It is as follows:
The citizens were aware that Grant's forces were at
hand, and that they might be expected at any moment
to make their appearance; but being themselves unarmed and defenseless, they apprehended no personal
danger, and many of them, led by curiosity, remained
upon the street. They were destined shortly to be undeceived.
The Federal advance, consisting of Kansas and Wisconsin cavalry, armed with repeating rifles, rushed into the
town like a whirlwind, firing indiscriminately upon every one found in the streets. A boy of fourteen, the son of
a widowed mother, was shot down while he was chopping wood in the yard. A negro man, belonging to Mr. E.
E. Chilton, went to a gate with a couple of his master's children, to look at the soldiers as they passed. A volley
was directed at the group, and the poor negro fell, shot through both thighs. An elderly citizen, quietly walking
along the street, was fired on by a squad of cavalry. Drawing a white handkerchief from his pocket, he waved
it at them in token of surrender. The murderous wretches replied by another volley. He then endeavored to
gain the shelter of a neighboring building, and, as he ran, the soldiers galloped forward and sent a third volley
after him, but he escaped unhurt. Doubtless, had the workmanship of the "Union" soldiers been commensurate
with their malignity, at least two score of inoffensive citizens would then have been butchered in cold blood,
for more than fifty of them were fired on. It is almost needless to observe that this conduct of the troops was
not provoked by any attempted resistance on the part of the citizens.
The cavalry rapidly scoured the different streets of the town, and then, finding that they had no armed enemies to fear, they commenced the work of pillage and destruction. It was late in the afternoon when they entered the town. Before the morning dawned again, the place had been so thoroughly sacked that little remained to tempt the cupidity of the spoiler. "Jayhawkers" well understood the art of "making night hideous" to
the inhabitants, whose dwellings were overrun by ferocious and brutal ruffians, many of them intoxicated, who
searched everywhere for valuables, appropriated all that they coveted, including, in many cases, the personal
ornaments and even the dresses of ladies; demanding the surrender of watches and money at the mouth of
the pistol, and wantonly destroying what they were unable to remove. Looking-glasses were smashed, pianos
broken up, carpets cut to pieces, china demolished, paintings mutilated by thrusting bayonets through them,
windows destroyed, feather beds ripped up and their contents given to the winds, and, in many cases, the
large stocks of provisions which the families of that region were accustomed to keep in their smoke houses,
were rendered unfit for food by knocking in the heads of barrels containing sugar, molasses, flour, vinegar,
etc., and mingling all together with salt and ordure from the stable.
Many a family, who on the morning of the 2nd of December, were surrounded with every comfort and supplied
with stores sufficient for twelve months, twenty-four hours thereafter, were without a morsel of food upon
their premises, or even the means of preparing the most simple meal, for they had been deprived of everything that could serve as a cooking utensil. From time to time, during the 3rd and 4th of December, fresh bod(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

ies of Federal troops arrived in the town, and these, in turn, swarmed through every habitation, eagerly seeking to glean something from the wreck that had been left by their comrades, and exasperated against the citizens because they had so little remaining to be plundered.
In one instance a negro woman was encouraged to make a personal assault upon her mistress, and armed
soldiers stood by, declaring that they would shoot the latter if she resisted. Refined and delicate ladies were
compelled to listen to every species of profane and obscene language; to submit to the grossest and most
cruel insults, and, too often, even to the only outrages that can be perpetrated against womanhood.
SOURCE: CRIMES OF THE CIVIL WAR AND CURSE OF THE FUNDING SYSTEM, by Henry Clay Dean, 1868.
Link to free e-book: https://archive.org/details/crimesofcivilwar00dean
From the Facebook page of MS Div. SCV, reprinted from the FB page of the Southern Historical Society

(Continued from page 10)

Lincoln suppressed opposition and criticism by suspending habeas corpus, allowing the incarceration of political
opponents, journalist, or anyone speaking publicly against the actions or direction of the Union in both civil and
military actions.
Lincoln regimented industry and commerce by creating a war-time economy where those engaged in producing goods needed for military operations would be successful while all the others would see their future become more risky. (Was this the real beginning of the military-industrial complex?)
And finally, consider the racist angle. Contrary to the current characterization of the nineteenth century South
as being racist to the extent of cruelty while the North was non-racist and accepting of escaped and freed
slaves, these characterizations, if anything, are, as my father used to say, “bass-ackwards.” While it is true
that neither North nor South necessarily saw blacks as equal to white socially or politically, the South had a
much kinder cultural view of blacks than the North. The South accepted blacks into military service, though
not officially, when they accompanied their white masters or when they volunteered because their people were
being treated as badly as whites by the Yankees. The North would let in blacks as long as they went into allblack units or remained as civilian help for chores the whites preferred not to do. There are many examples of
Southerners leaving their families and property in the care of older, wiser slaves that they knew were loyal to
the family. Did you ever hear of a Yankee leaving his family in the care of a black?
So, in conclusion, characterizing symbols of the South, whether commemorative or memorial as fascist is completely improper.

This article was written by Wayne Anderson who is solely responsible for its content.
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Commander’s Column
Trivia Question:

This month’s question asks:
Who is this? Which side
did he fight for?

Commander Jackson has no column this month
What is Fascism?
This is an editorial comment of sorts that I thought had currency in our culture.
As you are aware statuary and other memorials are being moved, destroyed, or
hidden away from public view because the louder voices of the left in its many
forms and organizations are being allowed to characterize anything Southern/
Confederate as racist/fascist/far right politically. The term “fascist” is being
used even more than “racist” now and, in the left’s view, the battle flag equals
KKK equals neo-Nazi equals Third Reich/Hitler equals fascism.

August’s question asked:
What is the difference between canister and case
shot artillery rounds?
The answer:
Canister was a shell made
with about 96 iron balls
held together by a tin cover.
Case shot was a shell with a
timed fuse that would burst
over the attacking troops'
heads

Recently I saw a short internet video where a fellow evaluated how the left has
attacked the very definition of “fascism” and succeeded in getting it changed to
their preferred meaning. Now the definition in most dictionaries, especially the
ones found in libraries and educational institutions, includes right-wing politics
as an integral part of fascism. This of course allows the left to simply characterize anyone leaning right in politics to be a fascist.
Since the only dictionary I normally use is online at Dictionary.com, I decided
to check their definition. Currently, “fascism” is defined as follows: Fascism: a

governmental system led by a dictator having complete power, forcibly suppressing opposition and criticism, regimenting all industry, commerce, etc., and
emphasizing an aggressive nationalism and often racism.
Right-wing hasn’t yet crept into their definition; however, in a separate related
listing for “fascist” they include right-wing politics as frequently being in a fascist’s belief system.
Since the left’s targets are primarily WBTS with some of the Revolutionary period thrown in, I evaluated how the Confederate and Union governments were
run during the 1861-65 period as regards any activity that could be characterized as “fascist” and came away with a clear winner—the Union, especially as
operated under Lincoln and his deep-state handlers.
Lincoln operated as a dictator, exercising such power that the South was calling
him a dictator from the very beginning. If the courts ruled against an action
Lincoln took, he simply ignored them and went on.
(Continued on page 9)
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